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“Without that belief there is no meaning, there are merely 

individual choices, fictions embraced as fates,” he writes. 

“Without meaning there is no distinctively human life, there is 

merely the struggle to survive, together with the various 

contrivances human beings have invented to cover their boredom 

or their despair.” 

Jonathan Sacks, The Great Partnership
1
 

Abstract: 

      In Lord Byron's Manfred, the titular character represents a complex character who displays a 

range of conflicting emotions throughout the entire play. He is portrayed as a proud, arrogant 

individual who refuses the seeking of any form of help from others, even in his greatest moment of 

distress. Manfred's obsession with death and the supernatural of higher powers further complicates 

his personality, making it difficult for the reader to sympathize and empathize with him. The 

purpose of this paper is to analyze this enigmatic central character, through examining his behavior, 

personality traits, and psychological tendencies, which can help to identify what is wrong with him 

and explore the underlying causes that led to his eternal downfall. To aid the aims of the paper, the 

character of Manfred was best to be inspected through the Lyotardian Lens, where the decline of 

grand narratives is best explained through the works of the French philosopher, Jean-François 

Lyotard. Thus, the paper has revealed that there are multiple factors contributing to what is wrong 

with Manfred, including his pride, guilt, grief, and romantic ideals that set him to reject the 

constraints of greater narratives of society and religion, which have all played a role in shaping his 

troubled personality. By understanding these influences, it is possible to gain a deeper appreciation 

for Lord Byron's portrayal of this complex character. 
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 ما خطب مانفريذ ؟ 

 تالبايروني تحت العذست الليوتارديالبطل 

 

 هبت متعب فجت د.فيصل مظلوم                          م. . م. سارة م

 

 :الملخص

فييمسرحيي "ماسفريد" مييرفسباييو رستيييم وشخسير ييمسمبة فييماسمبرحييري,سفييمسيم,سمبصدييومشخسريد" مييرخسة فييماسرص يير,س ود يييسيصيي  س
تأ را يي سميسييتسيفيوم س ييشسمبة فيماسعاياسودي سف يو سرجروعاسرشسمبرةييع سمبييمسييفياستيد ييسريةيي تاسوسعاياسميومسمبرحي "ماس

ييشس"وبيي خس"ييياسفييمسوع ييتسب" يياسرييشسر"دييي  س شس ييشسرح وريصجيي اس"مييفسميي ف سمعلييرمتسعايياسماييأسويسةيي مسرييشسوةيي يمسمبرحيييعر,سرأ
يصييماس وسسريد" مرستيبرو,سومبمتمصاسمب ي لاسبا وىسمبصامييسميميرسريشسيص ميرس يي,سمبة فيمي خسررييسمجصيمسريشسمبفيصأسعاياسمب يي  سمب

رصيي  سمبضيي  سرييشس يييشسمبو ليياس ييوسي"امييمس يييشسمبة فييماسمبر  يميياسمبضيرةيياخسرييشس ييومسف"يي سحيياو  سوحييري,سة فييمي سورموبيي س
مبد"حماخسومبيمسمر شسوشسيحيعرسفمسي"رمرسمب مأسمبيييسوفييت سومحي ةيياسماحيتيأسمب يردياسو مطسحي وم سماتيري سبارحييعر,سفيمس ييمس

ومسمبصرحاسمبامويي رم خس"مفسميتسي"حم سمبي امسعشسمبح رمي,سمب ت ىخسوسمبييسيترم س يشسمب راخخسيتسف" سة فماسريد" مرسرشس 
مبة فماخسرشس ومسوعريمسمب"ماحواسمب" دحمسجيشسف مدحومسبموييي  سو  ييمخس ةي",سمبو لياسوشس دييمسعومريمسريصيرر,سيحيي تسفيمسف يتس

يشسومبر مسمب وريدحماسمبيمسجصاي سم ف سلمورسمبح رمي,سمب تي ىسريس وسمب مأسفمسريد" مرخستريسفمسيبمس ت ميئ سوةصو شستيبيدأسومب"
بارجيرييوسومبييرمشخسومبيييمسبصتيي,سجرمص يييسروً مسفييمسيةيي ممسة فييمي سمبرةييم تا سرييشس ييومسف ييتس يييشسمبيييأ م م,خسرييشسمبرر ييشسمب"فييومس

س عااسي رم سوعرقسبيفوم سمباو رستيم وشسب يشسمبة فماسمبرص ر,
س

  ستيم وشخسجيشسف مدحومسبمويي رخسمبح رمي,سمب ت ىخسمب وريدحماخسوسمبتممسمبتيم ودممباو رس:سسالكممات المفتاحية
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Introduction  

Lord George Gordon Byron wrote Manfred in the year 1816 in Switzerland as 

he was touring the Alps. Of the central and titular character in the poem Byron wrote, 

“he is one of the best of my misbegotten – say what they will”. The protagonist, a 

Byronic hero, resembles the “Gothic villain” in the sense of having a dark secret 

which is hinted to be the committing of incest with his first blood relative named 

Astarte, who takes her life after committing a dreadful deed with Manfred.
2 

The main character descends into a melancholic journey in which he tries to 

find a substitute and a hiding in other places, higher forces, and mystic beings. Thus, 

becoming an enigmatic, complex, and unusual character who is worthy to be 

inspected psychologically and morally from a postmodern perspective, where it 

would be possible to understand what is wrong with Manfred, and why he had a 

tragic fall.    
  

The Influence of Romanticism on Manfred's Personality 

Being a first pioneer of Romanticism, is an artistic movement that put an 

emphasis on emotion and individualism over reason and tradition, the works of 

Byron held this type of ideology which is evident in its profound impact on 

Manfred's personality and character. the latter embodies many features that are 

associated with Romantic heroes and inherent in Byronic ones like passion, isolation, 

and rebellion against given societal norms. in addition to this, the character of 

Manfred makes rebellious acts in an attempt to assert the independence, freedom, 

individuality and the supremacy of his own ideals and ethics not just in the face of his 

society but even in the face of his Creator.
3 

This drama is considered to be a “closet drama”, which means that it has been 

written in a kind of a dramatic form, in the sense that it contains “dialogue, indicated 

settings, and stage directions”, however, it is intended to be read rather than to be 

performed.
4
 The poem‟s main character is “an outcast sinner” who is being tormented 

and tortured by the guilt he has for his sin. Therefore, he leads a life of an ominous 

and tortured soul who is haunted by the guilt of his past actions, which he will always 

remember as he witnesses the impending consequences of his pursuit of forbidden 

knowledge.
 
 Having nothing to live for any longer he detaches away from other 

human beings and keeps roaming around the mountains and his castle, seeking the 

spirits, destinies, and witches of the Alps. He finally descends to the lain of Arimanes 

and being considered a Faustian figure, Manfred asks that the dead are to be brought 

back to life and that the spirit of his beloved is to be summoned.
5 
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As Manfred is portrayed to be grappling with his inner demons and struggling 

against cosmic forces beyond his control, his character is shown to be undergoing a 

gradual decline that reflects his rejection of grounded narratives and norms as 

advocated by French philosopher Jean-Francois Lyotard, where a character, like 

Manfred, is presented to be challenging the traditional concepts of purpose, meaning, 

and truth, thus embodying a decline of grand narratives. According to Lyotard, the 

grand narratives are all the overarching, all-embracing, primary, and central 

explanations or metanarratives that try to make sense of the world and to provide a 

universal, general or common understanding of reality.
6 

Moreover, he as well defined 

the grand narrative as "[a] story that claims the status of universal metanarrative"
7  

The Role of Guilt and Grief in Manfred's Behavior 

One of the main factors that are contributing to Manfred's cynical behavior is 

the overwhelming sense of guilt that accompanies his grief over past events. He 

blames himself for being the cause of the death of his beloved Astarte, which has left 

him emotionally and everlastingly scarred. He gets to a point where he becomes fully 

consumed by this guilt, which leads him to seek solace in desolate places where dark 

forces, beyond human understanding, reside. 

From a psychological perspective, considering the "Freudian ideas of 

projection", where the person projects his/her psychological "complexes and 

feelings" onto another person, the state of guilt that has overwhelmed Manfred is a 

reflection of Byron himself, who aims to reach the moment of "catharsis" through 

idealizing his beloved Astarte, who stands for the image projected of Augusta, which 

ultimately tourers Manfred.
8
 

In this context, the poem is believed to expose the “biographical context of 

Byron‟s [own] remorse and self-disgust” as he was as well preoccupied with a sense 

of damnation that followed the incestuous relationship he had with his half-blood 

relative, Augusta, which notices the breakdown of his marriage. However, this 

biographical element adds more to the problematic dilemma that Manfred is facing, 

for it is not the “sexual guilt” that drives him to his state but rather the sense of “self-

destruction” that Manfred forged for himself by his very hands.
9 

Here, in Manfred's 

case the dilemma is heightened because the latter is not to embark on his own guilt 

and suffer for his own mistake but to consider, embark, and suffer for that mistake of 

Bryon himself. Thus, Manfred is to suffer for himself and for the Lord.  

Considering the play from a Freudian perspective, it is possible to analyze the 

character of Manfred in terms of the psychic conflict and the unconscious side of the 
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mind, for it is from the perspective of Freudian psychoanalysis it becomes possible to 

determine that Manfred's action are affected by the unconscious processes that shape 

the human behavior and affect emotions, which further suggests that Manfred's 

abnormal and peculiar view of the world and his psychic conflict and struggle are 

manifestations of deep unconscious impetuses, motivations and desires that stem out 

of inner drives. Thus, the whole work, to Freud, would be standing on incest, which 

sets the Byronic hero to live his world in mourning, finally descending into a state of 

melancholia where, not only the world, but the object himself becomes empty and 

poor, setting him into that "unconscious process of guilt"
10 

Manfred is presented as the “Promethean rebel” who stands up against the 

gods. He lives up to the Faustian theme as he seeks the knowledge, and roam those 

who should not be approached by men as the old man tells Manfred. In fact, this 

enhances Manfred to be an experimental piece of narrative, which refers to “a 

modified monodrama, or short lyrical play, concentrating on one protagonist‟s 

psyche, which included songs and could be accompanied by music”. This can be seen 

in the way it dramatizes the struggle inside the mind of one man, who seeks spirits 

and supernatural forces as a way to relieve his mind if not as being representative 

“aspects of that mind”.
11

 

 The first instance of that is when Manfred the “Faustian seeker after 

knowledge” conjures up seven spirits of air, mountain, ocean, earth, winds, night, and 

that of the guiding star. Manfred asks not for life, gifts, and pleasures, he asks for 

“forgetfulness”. But he cannot get what he wants for they only grant power and long 

age, no more, they leave him thus to his “tormented mind [that] will be his own hell”. 

In this sense, he embodies a resemblance to Cain and becomes a follower of the 

Ancient Mariner.
12  

 Faced by the inability to gain ease of the mind, Manfred sets out to take his life 

on one of the Alp‟s cliffs. In this scene, he is a reminder of Prometheus, that immortal 

who was bound to a rock due to his seeking after knowledge and human beneficence. 

In a sense, Manfred is similar to Prometheus, for he as well is a man of good action 

though his sins amount to his deeds. He is thus a representation of human beings in 

exemplifying that “strange combination” of both the noble and the despicable who 

“condemns humanity to be pulled in two directions, earthward and heavenward”. 

This is one dilemma in Manfred, for because he acknowledges the “good” he does to 

men as part of his noble good nature, he is as well compelled to acknowledge the 

awfulness of his sins, thus living a life of hell on this very earth for he no longer cares 
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or looks to any “form on [this] earth/ [h]ideous or beautiful”. He lives, thus, in agony 

and utter distress.
13 

Rebelliousness and Rejection of Metanarratives  

In fact, what deprives Manfred from ease of the mind is not only due to his 

guilt, a Faustian spirit, or even a surrender to death. But there is the element that 

combines all of these characteristics of Manfred in him. It is his rebellious nature and 

his refusal to obey the rules and follow the word of gods. Being a Byronic hero, 

Manfred is “the symbol of rebellion against the tyrannical government and its 

institutions”, which can be seen in Manfred‟s rejection of supernatural powers and 

refusal to sell his soul to the spirits of the underground. In fact, what even more 

hinders the matter to Manfred is that though he rejects whatever wants him to kneel, 

he also acknowledges his need for “some as yet untried trans-historical power to 

solve personal difficulties”, thus, he acknowledges the inability of a conventional 

system of beliefs to provide him any comfort. 
14 

Therefore, Manfred is conceived as being a man whose skepticism set him at a 

complete “refusal to conform to Christian doctrine”, even a refusal to follow a 

“pantheistical god of nature or to accept the idea of judgment and punishment in the 

hereafter”. He rather relies on his own judgments. Thus, risking being a model of 

“solipsism and Romantic egoism”, in short, a Byronic hero.
15

 This can be considered 

to be the problem with Manfred, after all, though he is the hero of the poem yet he is 

that figure who is at the same time an outsider and “the victim of events rather than a 

controlling power‟. 
16 

Indeed, Manfred becomes the victim of his own endeavor, the prey of his own 

hunt, and the object of his destruction. He embodies the goal of the modern man of 

Lyotard, for Manfred shows a rejection of and disembodiment of universally accepted 

truths and beliefs. 
 

In order to understand the decline of grand narratives in Manfred, it is 

important first to define and understand what exactly constitutes a grand narrative. 

According to Lyotard, grand narratives are beliefs and systems that claim to be 

providing an eternal, universal and comprehensive understanding of the world.
17 

These narratives often manifest in the form of religious, political, or 

philosophical doctrines, and in their collectivity or separation provide the individuals 

with a sense of meaning and purpose in life. However, Lyotard argues that these 

grand narratives impose a fixed and narrow worldview, that might suffocate the 
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individual's freedom and limit any potentiality for change and progress. These 

narratives are often associated with the religion or the Enlightenment ethics, and they 

claim to offer objective and absolute truths that govern and rule the human existence. 

However, Lyotard argues that in the postmodern era, these types of grand narratives 

have lost their credibility and reliability and have been replaced by smaller, opposing, 

and competing narratives that are characterized to be subjective and constantly 

shifting.
18 

In Manfred, Byron paints his protagonist as that man who has rejected the 

traditional religious beliefs and who has embraced a more distinctive, personal, 

individualistic and rational view of the world. Manfred's opening lines, "I have been a 

wanderer, a dreamer, /Born for the universe"
19

, suggest his rejection of the confined, 

restrained, and limiting beliefs of the organized religion. He sees himself as a free 

thinker, not a committing believer, who is not bound by the beliefs, philosophies, and 

even superstitions of the past. Thus, from the very opening, Manfred is portrayed as a 

rebellious and isolated figure, who seeks refuge in the mountains as a means of 

avoiding and escaping all the restrictions of society. He declares, "I love not where I 

breathe, but where I love, / I cannot love where I can only live!"
20

. This rejection and 

denial of societal norms and conventions sets Manfred apart from the rest of his 

society and highlights his refusal to obey grand narratives. 

Another instance that marks and emphasizes his defiance of grand narratives is 

his encounter with the Witch of the Alps. Manfred's interactions with these 

supernatural beings, in particularity, with Astarte and the Abbot of St. Maurice, 

reflect his rejection of these narratives. Astarte, the spirit of his deceased beloved, 

offers him a sense of comfort and purpose, promising to reunite with him in the 

afterlife. However, Manfred is not comforted by this idea and retorts, "Thy reply was 

false, and mine was in vain"
21

 He rejects the world-wide accepted belief in the 

afterlife and instead, seeks a more tangible and some concrete understanding of his 

existence. On another occasion, when the Abbot of St. Maurice offers Manfred 

forgiveness for his sins, Manfred rejects it, stating, "No man's forgiveness can 

absolve them [my sins] now"
22

. Manfred's rejection of the Abbot's offer reflects his 

refusal to adhere to the moral codes and grand narratives of the Church, choosing 

instead to rely on his own beliefs and actions. 

The Witch proposes Manfred with knowledge and power through the use of 

magic, for she promises him to have the ability to control and formulate the world 

according to his own desires. However, Manfred refuses this offer, stating, "What I 

have known, / Has been enough for me"
23

. Here, Manfred's rejection of great power 
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and luring temptation further congeals his position against grand narratives. He thus, 

chooses to reject and discard the pursuit of ultimate knowledge, instead embracing 

his freedom and limitations, where he follows his own rules rather than those of 

others.   

As the poem progresses, Manfred's character spirals into a state of isolation 

and despair. His attempts to find some solace in grand narratives have proved to be a 

failure, leaving him with a lurking sense of purposelessness and a tendency to 

disconnect from the world above him. His famous soliloquy, "[t]here is no future but 

the past"
24

, reflects the futility and ineffectuality of his search for truth and meaning, 

by this, he is mirroring the postmodern belief that there is no objective truth or a 

supreme narrative that is able to guide human life.  

Through his rejection of all traditional and religious beliefs, pursuit of some 

forbidden knowledge, and resistance to the absolution and freedom offered by the 

Church, Manfred embodies the postmodern rejection of absolute truths and instead 

provides an acceptance of subjectivity. His final state ultimately illustrates the failure 

of grand narratives to provide a sense of purpose and meaning in the ever-changing 

and complex world of postmodernism. 

Thus, Byron is showcasing that the limitations of grand narratives and 

embracing individual freedom and agency can cause man to have a tragic downfall. 

Therefore, this narrative serves as a cautionary tale against the dangers of rejecting 

all-encompassing explanations.  

One of Lyotard's key ideas is the concept of the "differend," which refers to the 

situation in which two opposing parties are unable to reach an understanding or 

resolve a certain dispute because they are using different language games. In the case 

of Manfred, a similar situation is found where Manfred is unable to discover 

resolution or redemption since he is using a language game that is unlike the one used 

by the church and society at large.
25 

Lyotard also believed that postmodernism was marked by a skepticism to 

grand narratives, focusing on the local and the particular rather than the most 

common and universal. In Manfred, a clear rejection of the grand narrative of the 

religion of Christianity is depicted as he refutes any knowledge of a benevolent God 

who rewards the virtuous and punishes the wicked. moreover, Manfred's rebellious 

act against the gods can be seen as a rejection of this grand narrative and a search for 

a new way of understanding the world. In addition to this, he selected text focuses on 
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the individual psyche, taking into account one man's struggle rather than a 

commenting on universal struggle between good and evil. 

Overall, the character of Manfred can be seen as embodying many of the key 

ideas of postmodernism, including a rejection of grand narratives, a focus on the local 

and the particular, and a skepticism towards language games that do not allow for 

resolution or redemption. 

  Nevertheless, Manfred is yet to be seen seeking forgiveness or damnation, he 

wants to hear a word of acknowledgment, but alas, since Astarte hastens to a farewell 

and Manfred learns that his hour is nearing by. Finally, at the last scene, Manfred 

recognizes the approaching figure of death, though he never gives his soul to the evil 

spirit, he as well never recites the “prayers to Heaven”, he never takes a second 

“thought” to it. He merely accepts and welcomes his death in the hands of the Abbot, 

telling the latter his famous line which Byron himself considered to be carrying “the 

whole effect and moral of the poem”, which speaks of how “„tis not difficult to 

die”.
26

 

In other words, it is easy to die, for death is easy but what comes beyond death 

is the thing that might hold the great suffering. Thus, in this respect it becomes 

clearer why Manfred is a disturbed and a troubled character, for indeed one can live 

with hope and even with an idea, however, one can never live without religion. The 

human cannot live in the zero zone, the human needs a constant reminder that he is a 

human and what is best than religion itself. 

The decline of religion and the lack of having a solid belief in God, from a 

psychological perspective, can be explained in the lights of Cognitive dissonance 

theory, proposed by Leon Festinger. This theory suggests that individuals are to 

experience discomfort or even psychological stress when they hold and embrace 

contradictory attitudes, beliefs, or even behaviors. In the context of refuting religious 

beliefs and the decline in faith, cognitive dissonance theory can explain how 

individuals may struggle with conflicting, even contradictory ideas about religion and 

the existence of God. When faced with certain information or experiences that aim to 

challenge whatever they hold of religious beliefs, individuals may experience 

cognitive dissonance, leading them to reevaluate and reconsider their beliefs and 

potentially, finally moving towards a position of nonbelief or skepticism.
27 

In his book, The Great Partnership: Science, Religion, and the Search for 

Meaning, Rabbi Jonathan Sacks argues for the necessity of religion in both the 

individual's and the public's life. By inquiring whether it is possible for humanity to 
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survive without any form of religious connection and with the lack of faith, Rabbi 

Sacks emphasizes that without the meaning delivered by religion, human motivation 

is reduced to mere self-centeredness, which can further lead to disastrous, even 

calamitous, consequences affecting the whole society. He highlights the importance 

of an existing religious belief as it provides dignity, moral support, and a sense of 

meaning beyond singular and individual choices. Nevertheless, Rabbi Sacks 

acknowledges the impending harm that is caused by religious extremism however, he 

believes in the importance of a good religion as a remedy rather than abandoning 

religion altogether. He writes “[i]n a world in which God is believed to exist, the 

primary fact is relationship,” therefore, in religion one is able to acknowledge that 

when “[t]here is God, there is me, and there is the relationship between us, for God is 

closer to me than I am to myself. In a world without God, the primary reality is „I‟, 

the atomic self. There are other people, but they are not as real to me as I am to 

myself.” 
28 

Thus, it becomes clear that becoming a Lyotardian follower, the Byronic hero 

fails to seek meaning, purpose and final resolution, resulting thus in casting him as an 

everlasting outcast. In this context, the Byronic hero "cannot be reintegrated into 

society [… only under the condition that] he must be rehumanized", and even if so, 

such a persona would always be a "loner" and an exile, who is unable to get 

"reintegrated into society".
29

  

It is interesting enough to consider that a character from the Romantic age can 

be studied and "defined in a Postmodern context"
30

, and it is as interesting and 

intriguing to discover how "skepticism" of the postmodern age, regarding reason, 

universalism, and objectivity, and its attitudes and manner in approaching the 

sublime, fragmentation, and subjectivity, all appear to "have affinities with positions 

taken by the Romantics".
31

 It is thus convenient to say that there is a "contemporary 

sensitivity" to the Romanticism shown when there is a postmodern writer features a 

Romantic character.
32

 Thus, postmodernism is best to be considered as romanticism 

revisited, through this claim it was possible to revisit the Byronic hero of 

Romanticism and justify his actions through that Lyotardian lens of postmodernism.    

Conclusion 

In conclusion, Lord Byron's Manfred presents one complex character who 

struggle with guilt and self-destruction marks his decision to perform rebellious acts 

against higher supernatural powers. His refusal to conform to the traditional beliefs 

and his attempt in seeking comfort in established systems, ultimately leads him to a 
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life of agony and distress. While it is possible to consider his sins as unholy and great 

in their wickedness, they don‟t form the sole cause of his suffering. Rather, it is 

Manfred's defiant nature and rejection of authority that makes him a Byronic hero, 

simultaneously casting him as an outsider and victim of events beyond his control.  

Lord Byron's multi-layered poem traces the struggle for redemption after 

committing heinous acts. A Byronic hero with a tragic past and a never waning 

refusal to conform to societal norms, is presented in Manfred, whose journey makes 

him dive into issues of morality and spirituality, questioning traditional beliefs and 

exploring the limitations of human knowledge and understanding. He thus, proves a 

losing case who was certain to have a tragic fall thus a tragic ending.  
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